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Overall Ranking

1

out of 4
candidates

Assessment

Result

Summary

RNRT

93%
(Far Above Average)

Katherine is likely to have a very strong ability to quickly
understand numerical concepts and information.

Katherine's Numerical Reasoning Ability
This assessment measured Katherine's numerical reasoning ability which provides insight into her potential to
understand numerical relationships and to reason using numbers. Numerical reasoning has strong links to job
performance in a variety of roles requiring the ability to work with numbers.

Katherine's Results
RNRT Score

19

Level of Numerical Reasoning Ability

V

V

Verification testing has confirmed score

V
NV

Verification testing has resulted in a score decrease
Test score is NOT verified

Comparison Score
Graduates

General Population (AU)

Far Above Average
(93%)

Far Above Average
(97%)

We recommend paying the most attention to Katherine's results as compared to the Graduates comparison
group, since this is the most relevant group for this position.
Katherine's score was higher than 93% of people in the Graduates comparison group, which
indicates that she is likely to:
Have a very strong ability to quickly understand numerical concepts and information
Accurately discern meaning from complex material involving numbers
Frequently make sound and logical decisions based on numerical information
Successfully problem solve using numerical information
In terms of numerical reasoning ability, Katherine's results indicate that she would be very well suited for the
position of Example Position.
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